Next-Generation Firewalls

High End: NSsp 15700/12800/12400
Multi-instance firewall designed for large distributed enterprises, data centers and MSSPs, offering high-speed protection, high port density and true tenant isolation with Unified Policy.

Mid-Range: NSa Series
NSa 9650/9450/9250/6650/5650/4650/3650/2700/2650
Industry-validated security effectiveness and performance for mid-sized networks, branch offices and distributed enterprises.

Entry Level: TZ Series
TZ670/TZ570/TZ470/TZ370/TZ270/TZ600/TZ500/TZ400/TZ350/SOHO 250
Integrated threat prevention and SD-WAN platform for home, small/medium organizations and SD-Branch deployments.

Virtual: NSv Series
NSv 10/25/50/100/200/270/300/400/470/800/870/1600
Virtual firewalls with flexible licensing models to shield all critical components of your public and private cloud infrastructure.

Wireless Security
SonicWave Series
SonicWave 432e/432i/432a/231c/224w/231a
Security and performance built for the next wave of wireless devices, managed through the cloud or firewall.

Secure Mobile Access
SMA Series SMA 8200v/7210/6210/500v/410/210
Simple, policy enforced secure access to network and cloud resources.

Access Switch
SWS12-8/SWS12-8POE/SWS12-10POE/SWS14-24/SWS14-24POE/SWS14-48/SWS14-48POE
Delivers intelligent switching for next-generation secure connectivity of SMB and SD-Branch deployments.

Email Security Series
ESA 9000/7000/5000/VM Software/Cloud Service
A multi-layered solution that protects against advanced email threats.

Capture Security appliance (CSa)
On-premise file testing and malware prevention.

Management & Analytics
Capture Security Center
Global Management System (GMS)
Control and knowledge of your network is power.

Capture Client
A unified client platform with a global dashboard that delivers multiple endpoint protection capabilities, including advanced malware protection, sandboxing, Application Vulnerability Intelligence, and roll back in case of infection.

Cloud Edge Secure Access
A powerful SaaS application that delivers simple network-as-a-service for site-to-site and hybrid cloud connectivity to AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud. In the process, it combines Zero-Trust and Least-Privilege security approaches into one integrated offering.

Cloud App Security
A cloud-native solution that delivers next-gen security for SaaS applications, such as Office 365 and G Suite, to protect email, data and user credentials from advanced threats while achieving compliance in the cloud.

Next-Gen Firewall Subscription Services

Threat Protection Service Suite includes basic security services needed to ensure that the network is protected from threats in a cost-effective bundle. Available only on TZ270/370/470 series, this bundle includes Gateway Anti-Virus, Intrusion Prevention and Application Control, Content Filtering Service, Network Visibility and 24x7 Support.

Essential Protection Services Suite provides all essential security services needed to protect against known & unknown threats. This includes Capture Advanced Threat Protection with RTDMI Technology, Gateway Anti-Virus, Intrusion Prevention and Application Control, Content Filtering Service, Comprehensive Anti-Spam Service, Network Visibility and 24x7 Support.

Advanced Protection Services Suite provides advanced security for the network. This bundle includes essential bundle services along with cloud management and cloud-based reporting for 7 days.

Advanced Gateway Security Suite (AGSS) is available as an add-on service for all physical and virtual SonicWall firewalls, to protect against the most advanced and unknown threats. Included in Advanced Gateway Security Suite (AGSS); Combined with Next-Gen Firewall in TotalSecure Advanced Edition
- Capture Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) multi-engine cloud-based sandboxing
- Gateway Anti-virus and Anti-spyware
- Intrusion Prevention Service
- Application Control
- Content/Web Filtering Service
- 24x7 Support

Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS) Outsource your network security with our turnkey solution.

Learn more at sonicwall.com